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Abstract
We study the polynomial f ðxÞ ¼ xqþ1 þ ax þ b over an arbitrary ﬁeld F of characteristic p;
where q is a power of p and aba0: The polynomial has arisen recently in several different
contexts, including the inverse Galois problem, difference sets, and Mu¨ller–Cohen–Matthews
polynomials in characteristic 2. We prove f has exactly n rational roots, where nAf0; 1; 2; Q þ
1g and F-GFðqÞ ¼ GFðQÞ: If F is ﬁnite then we ﬁnd the exact number of a; bAF such that f
has n rational roots, for each n: We also prove many arithmetic properties of f : For example, if
F is ﬁnite and f has a rational root r; then f has exactly two rational roots if and only if
NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þa1: The techniques rely on a detailed analysis of the splitting ﬁeld and Galois
group, together with frequent use of Hilbert’s Theorem 90.
Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
We study the polynomial f ðxÞ ¼ xqþ1 þ ax þ b over an arbitrary ﬁeld F of
characteristic p; where q is a power of p and aba0: These polynomials arise in many
different contexts. Abhyankar et al. [2] utilized a function f (deﬁned over a rational
function ﬁeld) in order to explicitly construct equations with orthogonal groups as
their Galois groups. Also, f is related to Mu¨ller–Cohen–Matthews polynomials in
characteristic 2 [6]. Dillon [10] used f to construct families of difference sets with
Singer parameters when p ¼ 2 (in [10]) or p ¼ 3 (personal communication). Some
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results of this article are used in [5] to show that one of Dillon’s difference sets is
equivalent to a difference set found by Arasu and Player [3].
In the introduction we will assume that F is ﬁnite, though many results hold for an
arbitrary ﬁeld. Upon rescaling x; we can (and do) assume a ¼ b; so f ¼ xqþ1 
bx þ b: Let nðf Þ denote the number of roots of f in F and let GFðQÞ ¼ GFðqÞ-F :
We prove that nðf ÞAf0; 1; 2; Q þ 1g; and we ﬁnd the exact number of bAF such
that nðf Þ ¼ n; for each n: Many descriptions are given for f or its roots in terms of
nðf Þ: For example, nðf Þ ¼ Q þ 1 if and only if f has the same factorization type (i.e.,
the same number of irreducible factors of each degree, counting multiplicities) as
xðxq  xÞ: Also, nðf Þ ¼ 1 if and only if f has the same factorization type as xðxq 
x  xÞ; where xAF is any element such that TrF=GFðQÞðxÞa0: If f has a rational root
rAF ; then nðf Þ ¼ 2 if and only if NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þa1: If f has at least two rational
roots r; r0 then nðf Þ ¼ 2 if and only if NF=GFðQÞðr0=rÞa1:
Our methods are based on a detailed analysis of the splitting ﬁeld SFðf =FÞ and the
Galois group Galðf =FÞ: (See the end of the introduction for notation.) Let K ¼
GFðqÞ: It is well known [1,8] that SFðf =FÞ ¼ F3KðyÞ for a certain yA %F: Further, for
each sAGalðf =FÞ there is a unique g ¼ gðs; yÞAPGL2ðqÞ such that sðyÞ ¼ g1y; and
s/ðg; sjKÞ is a group homomorphism into PGL2ðqÞ: What is new about our
approach is that we label the q þ 1 roots of f as frw j wAP1ðqÞg and prove that
sðrwÞ ¼ rgsðwÞ: (Here sðwÞ is deﬁned because KCSFðf =FÞ:) Explicit formulas are
given for rw in terms of y; and also for y in terms of the rw’s. These formulas allow for
a detailed analysis of how the rationality properties of the possible values of y;
yq  y; and yq1 are related to the rationality properties of the roots. We also make
frequent use of Hilbert’s Theorem 90. Many results of this article have simpler
proofs when one assumes KCF ; for in that case Galðf =FÞCPGL2ðqÞ; and so
geometric arguments can be used. The arithmetic becomes more subtle without that
assumption.
Now we discuss the organization of the article. Sections 2 and 3 study the splitting
ﬁeld and Galois group, respectively. Section 4 analyzes the case where nðf ÞX3; and
Section 5 analyzes the cases nðf ÞAf1; 2g: In these sections, we ﬁnd the exact number
of bAF such that nðf Þ ¼ n; for each nAf0; 1; 2; Q þ 1g: In Section 6, we assume
b ¼ c2 and determine the factorization type of f ð7cxðq1Þ=2Þ (when q is odd) or
f ðcxq1Þ (when q is even) in terms of the factorization type of f : One of the main
results of Section 7 is that if f splits in K3F then nðf ÞX3: This result is equivalent to
the group-theoretic result that if HCPGL2ðqÞ and H-PGL2ðqÞ ¼ f1g then H has at
least three ﬁxed points in P1ðqÞ: R. M. Guralnick provided a proof of the group-
theoretic result, using a theorem of D. Gorenstein and R. Lyons; see Theorem 7.1.
Notation: If q is a prime power, then K ¼ GFðqÞ denotes the ﬁeld with q elements.
GL2ðqÞ; SL2ðqÞ; PGL2ðqÞ; and PSL2ðqÞ denote the general linear, special linear,
projective linear, and projective special linear groups over K : P1ðqÞ ¼ K,fNg
denotes the projective line over K : PGL2ðqÞ (resp. PSL2ðqÞ) denotes the semidirect
product of PGL2ðqÞ (resp. PSL2ðqÞ) with GalðK=GFðpÞÞ; with multiplication given
by ðg1; t1Þðg2; t2Þ ¼ ðg1t1ðg2Þ; t1t2Þ for g1; g2APGL2ðqÞ and t1; t2AGalðK=GFðpÞÞ:
PGL2ðqÞ can be identiﬁed with the group of permutations of P1ðqÞ generated by the
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linear fractional transformations and ﬁeld conjugation. The algebraic closure of a
ﬁeld L is denoted %L; and the multiplicative group of nonzero elements is denoted L:
If eAL; deﬁne ðe=LÞAZ by: ðe=LÞ ¼ 1 if eAðLÞ2; ðe=LÞ ¼ 1 otherwise.
If g is a polynomial in one variable over a ﬁeld F ; SFðg=FÞ denotes the splitting
ﬁeld of g over F ; and Galðg=FÞ denotes the Galois group of SFðg=FÞ over F : If
g1; g2AF ½x; we say g1 and g2 have the same factorization type if they have the same
number of irreducible factors of each degree, counting multiplicities, and we write
g1BF g2:
F will always denote a ﬁeld of characteristic p; q is a power of p; K ¼
GFðqÞ; GFðQÞ ¼ F-K ; c ¼ ½K : GFðQÞ; and M ¼ F3K ; thus q ¼ Qc: If F is
ﬁnite, then denote m ¼ ½F : GFðQÞ; thus F ¼ GFðQmÞ: Note that ðc; mÞ ¼ 1; see
Fig. 1.
We wish to study polynomials
xqþ1 þ exq þ ax þ bAF ½x; where eaab and aaeq:
The substitution x ¼ ðea  bÞða  eqÞ1x1  e brings us to the form xqþ11  Bx1 þ B;
where
B ¼ ða  eqÞqþ1=ðb  eaÞqAF:
For this reason, we are reduced to studying the polynomial
f ðxÞ ¼ xqþ1  bx þ b; 0abAF : ð1Þ
Notice that 0,1 are not roots of f : If f ðrÞ ¼ 0 then b ¼ rqþ1=ðr  1Þ:
We will need Hilbert’s Theorem 90, which states: if L=F is a cyclic Galois
extension and s generates GalðL=FÞ; then for xAL; (i) TrL=F ðxÞ ¼ 0 if and only if x
can be written as sðyÞ  y for some yAL; and (ii) NL=F ðxÞ ¼ 1 if and only if x can be
written as sðyÞ=y for some yAL: A simple proof when F is ﬁnite can be found in
[13, Chapter 4]. For the general case, see [7, Chapter V, Section 11, Theorem 3].
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2. Splitting ﬁeld of f ðxÞ
This section contains an analysis of the splitting ﬁeld of f ðxÞ; which will be
foundational to the remainder of the article. A different approach can be found in [8]
or [1]. We use notation from Section 1. Throughout this section, the ﬁeld F may be
ﬁnite or inﬁnite. The next lemma is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Lemma 2.1. Let r; r0; r1 be distinct roots of f ; and define
z ¼ r0=r; y ¼ ðr1  rÞ=ðr1  r0Þ; x ¼ yq  y: ð2Þ
Then
yq1 ¼ z; x ¼ yðz  1Þ and zðz  1Þq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ ¼ xq1:
We have yq
2  y ¼ xq þ xa0:
Proof. First, rr0ðr  r0Þq ¼ r0rqþ1  rrqþ10 ¼ r0bðr  1Þ  rbðr0  1Þ ¼ bðr  r0Þ; so
b ¼ rr0ðr  r0Þq1:
Dividing through by rqþ1 and using rqþ1 ¼ bðr  1Þ; we ﬁnd 1=ðr  1Þ ¼ zðz  1Þq1:
Next, from b ¼ r1r0ðr1  r0Þq1 ¼ r1rðr1  rÞq1 we ﬁnd 1 ¼ ðr1r0=r1rÞððr1 
r0Þ=ðr1  rÞÞq1 ¼ zy1q; so z ¼ yq1: We have x ¼ yq  y ¼ yðz  1Þ; and so xq1 ¼
yq1ðz  1Þq1 ¼ zðz  1Þq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ: Note that xa0 and xq1a 1; since
xq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ: Thus xq þ xa0: &
Deﬁne subsets Y ; Z; X; R of %F by
Y ¼ fðr1  rÞ=ðr1  r0Þ j r; r0; r1 are distinct roots of f g; ð3Þ
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Fig. 2. Splitting ﬁeld of f : Here r; r0; r1 are roots of f ; y ¼ ðr1  rÞ=ðr1  r0Þ; z ¼ yq1; x ¼ yq  y; xq1 ¼
zðz  1Þq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ; r0 ¼ rz; r1 ¼ rðy  1Þq1: Degrees of the extension ﬁelds are indicated when F ¼
GFðQÞðbÞ with b transcendental.
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Z ¼ fðr0=rÞ j r; r0 are distinct roots of f g; ð4Þ
X ¼ fxA %F j xq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ; where f ðrÞ ¼ 0g; ð5Þ
R ¼ frA %F j f ðrÞ ¼ 0g: ð6Þ
Lemma 2.2. Let Rð2Þ (resp. Rð3Þ) denote the set of ordered pairs (resp. triples) of
distinct roots of f :
(i) The map ðr; r0; r1Þ/ðr1  rÞ=ðr1  r0Þ gives a bijection from Rð3Þ onto Y : The
inverse bijection is given by y/ðr; ryq1; rðy  1Þq1Þ; where r ¼ ðyq  yÞ1q þ 1: We
have FðyÞ ¼ Fðr; r0; r1Þ; and
jY-F j ¼ nðn  1Þðn  2Þ; where n ¼ jR-F j: ð7Þ
(ii) The map ðr; r0Þ/r0=r gives a bijection from Rð2Þ onto Z: The inverse bijection is
z/ðr; rzÞ; where 1=ðr  1Þ ¼ zðz  1Þq1: We have Fðr; r0Þ ¼ FðzÞ; and
jZ-F j ¼ nðn  1Þ; where n ¼ jR-F j: ð8Þ
Proof. We prove (i) only, as the proof of (ii) is completely analogous. Let r; r0; r1 be
distinct roots of f and y ¼ ðr1  rÞ=ðr1  r0Þ: By Lemma 2.1, 1=ðr  1Þ ¼ ðyq  yÞq1
and r0=r ¼ yq1: Thus, r ¼ ðyq  yÞ1q þ 1 and r0 ¼ ryq1: Since yðr1  r0Þ ¼ r1  r;
we ﬁnd ðy  1Þr1 ¼ yr0  r ¼ ryq  r ¼ rðy  1Þq; and so r1 ¼ rðy  1Þq1: This
shows that y uniquely determines r; r0; r1; so the map from R
ð3Þ to Y is a bijection.
The above formulas give the inverse bijection, and show that Fðr; r0; r1Þ ¼ FðyÞ: In
particular, yAF if and only if r; r0; r1AF ; so (7) holds. &
Lemma 2.3. We have the following alternate definitions of Y ; X; and Z:
Y ¼ fyA %F j ðyq  yÞq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ for some rARg; ð9Þ
Y ¼ fyA %F j yq1 ¼ r0=r for distinct r; r0ARg; ð10Þ
X ¼ fyq  y j yAYg; ð11Þ
Z ¼ fyq1 j yAYg: ð12Þ
Also, jY j ¼ qðq  1Þðq þ 1Þ; jXj ¼ ðq  1Þðq þ 1Þ; and jZj ¼ qðq þ 1Þ:
Proof. Denote the above sets by Y1; Y2; X1; Z1; respectively. Lemma 2.1 shows
Z ¼ Z1; YCY1; YCY2; and X1CX: Equality can be shown for Y and X by proving
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jYijpjY j and jXjpjX1j: Lemma 2.2 shows jY j ¼ qðq  1Þðq þ 1Þ: Now jY1jpqðq 
1ÞjRj ¼ jY j; jY2jpðq  1ÞjRð2Þj ¼ jY j; and jXj ¼ ðq  1ÞjRj ¼ jY j=qpjX1j: &
Lemma 2.4. If yAY then g/g1y gives a bijection from PGL2ðqÞ onto Y :
Proof. Let yAY ; w1AK; w2AK : By (3), 1=yAY ; and by (9), w1y þ w2AY : Thus,
g1yAY for all gAPGL2ðqÞ: If g11 y ¼ g12 y with g1; g2 distinct then y satisﬁes a
nontrivial quadratic equation over K : But yeGFðq2Þ by Lemma 2.1. Thus, g/g1y
is one-to-one. Since jY j ¼ jPGL2ðqÞj ¼ qðq  1Þðq þ 1Þ; the map is bijective. &
If yAY ; we let xðyÞAX and rðyÞAR denote the corresponding elements of X and R:
Likewise, if xAX then rðxÞ denotes the corresponding element of R: Explicitly,
xðyÞ ¼ yq  yAX; rðxÞ ¼ x1q þ 1AR; rðyÞ ¼ ðyq  yÞ1q þ 1AR:
If x ¼ xðyÞ and r ¼ rðxÞ we will say y lies above x and r; and x lies above r:
Theorem 2.5. Let yAY and ðyq  yÞq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ; so rAR: Then the roots of f are
frw j wAP1ðqÞg; where rN ¼ r and rw ¼ rðy  wÞq1 for wAK : These roots are distinct.
Further, SFðf =FÞ ¼ MðyÞ where M ¼ F3K :
Proof. Let y correspond to the triple ðr; r0; r1Þ; so r0 ¼ ryq1 and r1 ¼ rðy  1Þq1:
Let wAK : By Lemma 2.4 y  wAY : In Lemma 2.2, y  w corresponds to the triple
ðr; rðy  wÞq1; rðy  w  1Þq1Þ: Thus rwAR: Observe that rwðy  wÞ ¼ rðyq  wÞ ¼
rðxþ y  wÞ; where x ¼ yq  y; so
rw ¼ rðy  wÞq1 ¼ rð1þ x=ðy  wÞÞ: ð13Þ
From this expression, it is easy to see that the rw’s are distinct. Now we prove
SFðf =FÞ ¼ MðyÞ: By (3), YCSFðf =FÞ; so x ¼ yq  yASFðf =FÞ: Since w can be
solve in terms of r; x; and y using (13), we ﬁnd that wASFðf =FÞ: We have shown
MðyÞCSFðf =FÞ: The reverse inclusion is immediate from the formulas 1=ðr  1Þ ¼
ðyq  yÞq1 and rw ¼ rðy  wÞq1: &
Lemma 2.6. If q is odd and X-F is nonempty then ðb=FÞ ¼ 1:
Proof. Let xAX; r ¼ rðxÞ: Then rqþ1 ¼ bðr  1Þ ¼ b=xq1; so
b ¼ rqþ1xq1: ð14Þ
If xAF then rAF ; so bAðFÞ2: &
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3. The Galois group of f
Proposition 3.1. Let yAY and sAGalðf =FÞ: There is a unique g ¼ gðs; yÞAPGL2ðqÞ
such that sðyÞ ¼ g1y: The map s/ðgðs; yÞ; sjKÞ gives an injection from Galðf =FÞ
into PGL2ðqÞ: If c2 ¼ b; then sðcÞ ¼ ðdet g=KÞc: If F ¼ GFðpÞðbÞ and b is
transcendental then Galðf =FÞ ¼ PGL2ðqÞ and Galðf =Fðb1=2ÞÞ ¼ PSL2ðqÞ:
Proof. Since sðyÞAY ; the existence and uniqueness of g follows from Lemma 2.4.
Let s; s0AGalðf =FÞ; g ¼ gðs; yÞ; g0 ¼ gðs0; yÞ: If ðg; sjKÞ ¼ ðg0; s0jKÞ then s and s0
agree on F ; K ; and y; so they agree on MðyÞ ¼ SFðf =FÞ: Thus, s/ðg; sjKÞ is
injective. To see that it is a homomorphism, we must show that gðss0; yÞ ¼ gsjKðg0Þ:
We have ss0ðyÞ ¼ sððg0Þ1yÞ ¼ sjKððg0Þ1ÞsðyÞ ¼ ðgsjKðg0ÞÞ1y; as required.
To prove the remaining assertions, suppose that b is transcendental and F ¼
GFðpÞðbÞ: Note that SFðf =FÞ ¼ F3KðyÞ ¼ KðyÞ; since b ¼ rðyÞqþ1=ðrðyÞ 
1ÞAGFðpÞðyÞ: Thus, Galðf =MÞ ¼ GalðKðyÞ=KðbÞÞCAutðKðyÞ=KÞ ¼ PGL2ðqÞ:
The formula b ¼ rðyÞqþ1=ðrðyÞ  1Þ shows that any automorphism which stabilizes
Y will ﬁx b: PGL2ðqÞ stabilizes Y by Lemma 2.4. Thus, Galðf =MÞ ¼
fsAAutðKðyÞ=KÞ j sðbÞ ¼ bg ¼ PGL2ðqÞ: Consequently Galðf =FÞ ¼ PGL2ðqÞ: Let
c ¼ b1=2: If q is even then Galðf =FðcÞÞ ¼ Galðf =FÞ since FðcÞ=F is purely
inseparable, but also PGL2ðqÞ ¼ PSL2ðqÞ: So Galðf =FÞ ¼ PSL2ðqÞ when q is even.
If q is odd, then cASFðf =FÞ by (14), so Galðf =MðcÞÞ has index two in Galðf =MÞ:
But PSL2ðqÞ is the only subgroup of index two in PGL2ðqÞ; so Galðf =MðcÞÞ ¼
PSL2ðqÞ and Galðf =FðcÞÞ ¼ PSL2ðqÞ: Thus, sðcÞ ¼ c if and only if
ðgðs; yÞ; sjKÞAPSL2ðqÞ; and consequently sðcÞ ¼ ðdet gðs; yÞ=KÞc: By specializing
b; we see that this formula also holds when b is algebraic. &
Theorem 3.2. Let y; rw be as in Theorem 2.5. If sAGalðf =FÞ and g ¼ gðs; yÞ then
sðrwÞ ¼ rgðsðwÞÞ; where w/gw is the usual action of PGL2ðqÞ on P1ðqÞ by linear
fractional transformations.
Proof. Let rA %F such that rq1 ¼ r; and let rw ¼ rðy  wÞ: Since rq1w ¼ rw; r and rw
are roots of gðxÞ ¼ f ðxq1Þ: An element sAGalðf =FÞ extends to an element of
Galðg=FÞ; which we still denote by s: Since xgðxÞ ¼ xq2  bxq þ bx; the roots of
xgðxÞ form a two-dimensional vector space over K : Now r0=r ¼ yeK ; so this vector
space is spanned by r and r0: Thus, there is S ¼ ðACBDÞAGL2ðqÞ such that
sðryÞ ¼ Dry  Br; sðrÞ ¼ Cry þ Ar:
Then sðyÞ ¼ sðryÞ=sðrÞ ¼ ðDy  BÞ=ðCy þ AÞ ¼ g1y; where g is the element of
PGL2ðqÞ which is represented by the matrix S: Note that g ¼ gðs; yÞ; since gðs; yÞ is by
deﬁnition the unique element of PGL2ðqÞ such that sðyÞ ¼ g1y: Next, if wAK then
sðrwÞ ¼ sðrðy  wÞÞ ¼ sðryÞ  sðwÞsðrÞ ¼ ðD þ sðwÞCÞry  ðB þ sðwÞ AÞr:
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If D þ sðwÞ Ca0; then
sðrwÞ ¼ ðD þ sðwÞ CÞrw0 ; w0 ¼
sðwÞA þ B
sðwÞ C þ D ¼ gsðwÞ:
Thus, sðrwÞ ¼ sðrwÞq1 ¼ rq1w0 ¼ rw0 ¼ rgsðwÞ: We have shown that sðrwÞ ¼ rgsðwÞ
when wAK and D þ sðwÞCa0: A case-by-case analysis shows it is true even when
w ¼N or D ¼ sðwÞC: &
4. Case where f has X3 roots in F
We will give several criteria which characterize the case where f has at least three
rational roots. Also, when F is ﬁnite we ﬁnd the exact number of bAF such that
f ðxÞ ¼ xqþ1  bx þ b has at least three rational roots. Let R ¼ Rb; X ¼ Xb and Y ¼
Yb be as in (6), (5), and (3). We use notation from Section 1; see Figs. 1 and 2. We
begin with two technical lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. (i) If b; b0 are distinct nonzero elements of F then Xb and Xb0 are disjoint.
Likewise, Yb and Yb0 are disjoint.
(ii) Let Xram ¼ fsA %F j sq ¼ sg: Then Xb-Xram ¼ | and Yb-GFðq2Þ ¼ |:
(iii) Suppose F is perfect. If xAF  Xram then there is a unique bAF such that
xAXb: If yAF GFðq2Þ then there is a unique bAF such that yAYb:
(iv) Suppose F is finite of odd characteristic. Then TrF=GFðQÞðxÞ ¼ 0 for all xAXram:
Proof. (i) Let xAXb-Xb0 : Then rðxÞARb-Rb0 ; and so b ¼ rðxÞqþ1=ðrðxÞ  1Þ ¼ b0:
The same argument shows that if Yb and Yb0 intersect then b ¼ b0: Condition (ii) is
included in Lemma 2.1. (iii) Let xAF  Xram: Then xq1ef0;1g; so we can ﬁnd a
unique rAF  f0; 1g such that xq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ: Let b ¼ rqþ1=ðr  1Þ: Then b is
nonzero, r is a root of xqþ1  bx þ b; and xAXb: Here b is unique by (i). Next, let
yAF GFðq2Þ: Now yq2ay implies ðyq  yÞqa ðyq  yÞ; so yq  yeXram: By what
we have already proved, there is bAF  f0; 1g such that yq  yAXb: Then yAYb; and
b is unique by (i). (iv) If xAXram; then x
q ¼ x: Let c ¼ TrF=GFðQÞðxÞ: Since
cAGFðQÞ; we have c ¼ cq ¼ TrF=GFðQÞðxqÞ ¼ TrF=GFðQÞðxÞ ¼ c: This shows
c ¼ 0: &
Lemma 4.2. Let F be finite or infinite. If y0AY-F and x0 ¼ yq0  y0; then there are
exactly Q elements of Y-F which lie over x0; namely y0 þ B for BAGFðQÞ:
If x0AX-F and r0 ¼ rðx0Þ; then there are exactly Q  1 elements of X-F which lie
over r0; namely Ax0 for AAGFðQÞ:
If y0AY-F and y0 lies over r0AR; then there are exactly Q2  Q elements of Y-F
which lie over r0; namely Ay0 þ B for AAGFðQÞ and BAGFðQÞ:
jX-F jpðQ  1ÞjR-F j with equality if and only if every rAR-F has a rational
xAX above it; jY-F jpQjX-F j with equality if and only if every xAX-F has a
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rational yAY above it; and jY-F jpðQ2  QÞjR-F j with equality if and only if every
rAR-F has a rational yAY above it.
Proof. Suppose y0AY-F and yq0  y0 ¼ x0: The solutions to yq  y ¼ x0 are y0 þ B
for BAK: Now y0 þ BAF if and only if BAK-F ¼ GFðQÞ: The proof of the next
two statements is similar. The bound jX-F jpðQ  1ÞjR-F j is immediate from the
fact that every rational rAR has either 0 or Q  1 rational xAX above it, and if r is
irrational, then all the x above r must also be irrational. Certainly equality holds if
and only if every rational r has a rational xAX above it. The remaining statements
are proved similarly. &
Theorem 4.3. Let F be finite or infinite. The following are equivalent:
(i) f has X3 roots in F ;
(ii) f has exactly Q þ 1 roots in F ;
(iii) fBF xðxq  xÞ;
(iv) Y-F is nonempty;
(v) jY-F j ¼ Q3  Q;
(vi) jX-F j ¼ Q2  1:
If these equivalent conditions hold, then every xAX-F can be written as yq  y for
some yAY-F ; and every rAR-F can be written as rðxÞ for some xAX-F :
Proof. Formula (7) shows (i)3 (iv) and (ii)3 (v). So to prove that (i)–(vi) are
equivalent it sufﬁces to show (iv) ) (iii) ) (ii) and (v) ) (vi) ) (i).
(iv) ) (iii): Let yAY-F ; r ¼ rðyÞ; sAGalðf =FÞ: Since sðyÞ ¼ y; the Galois action
of Theorem 3.2 is simply sðrwÞ ¼ rsðwÞ: That is, s ﬁxes r; and it permutes the rw’s in
the same way that it permutes the w’s. Thus, f =ðx  rÞBF xq  x; and so fBF xðxq 
xÞ:
(iii) ) (ii): The rational roots of xq  x are K-F ¼ GFðQÞ: Thus, fBF xðxq  xÞ
implies that f has exactly Q þ 1 roots in F :
(v) ) (vi): By (7), jR-F j ¼ Q þ 1: By Lemma 4.2, Q1jY-F jpjX-F jpðQ 
1ÞjR-F j; so jX-F j ¼ Q2  1:
(vi) ) (i): By Lemma 4.2, jR-F jXjX-F j=ðQ  1Þ ¼ Q þ 1X3:
Now we prove the last statement. If (i)–(vi) hold then jY-F j ¼ QjX-F j and
jX-F j ¼ ðQ  1ÞjR-F j: By Lemma 4.2, every rAR-F has a rational x above it,
and every xAX-F has a rational y above it. &
In Corollary 7.2, we will show that (i)–(vi) are also equivalent to the condition that
f splits in M ¼ F3K :
Lemma 4.4. Suppose F is finite, so F ¼ GFðQmÞ: There are exactly NQþ1 values of
bAF for which xqþ1  bx þ b has Q þ 1 roots in F ; where NQþ1 ¼ ðQm1  1Þ=ðQ2 
1Þ if m is odd, NQþ1 ¼ ðQm1  QÞ=ðQ2  1Þ if m is even.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.1, for each yAF GFðq2Þ there is a unique bAF such that
yAYb-F : Since Yb-F is nonempty (it contains y), we know by Theorem 4.3 that
xqþ1  bx þ b has Q þ 1 rational roots, and jYb-F j ¼ Q3  Q: Thus, we have a map
from F GFðq2Þ into values of b for which xqþ1  bx þ b has Q þ 1 rational roots,
and each b in the image has exactly Q3  Q preimages. This map is surjective, for if
xqþ1  bx þ b has Q þ 1 rational roots, then Yb-F is nonempty by Theorem 4.3 and
disjoint from GFðq2Þ by Lemma 4.1, so b is the image of any yAYb-F : We conclude
that NQþ1 ¼ jF GFðq2Þj=ðQ3  QÞ: Now jF GFðq2Þj ¼ jF j  jF-GFðq2Þj: If m
is odd, then F-GFðq2Þ ¼ GFðQÞ; and if m is even, then F-GFðq2Þ ¼ GFðQ2Þ: The
formula for NQþ1 follows. &
Lemma 4.5. Suppose F is finite and lAF: There is yAF such that yq  y ¼ l (resp.
yq1 ¼ l) if and only if TrF=GFðQÞðlÞ ¼ 0 (resp. NF=GFðQÞðlÞ ¼ 1).
Proof. GalðF=GFðQÞÞ is generated by the Frobenius element sðxÞ ¼ xQ; and s has
order m: Since ðc; mÞ ¼ 1; scðxÞ ¼ xq is also a generator. Thus, the lemma follows
from Hilbert’s Theorem 90, which is stated at the end of the introduction. &
Theorem 4.6. Let F be finite. The following are equivalent:
(i) f has X3 roots in F ;
(ii) f has exactly Q þ 1 roots in F ;
(iii) X-F is nonempty and TrF=GFðQÞðxÞ ¼ 0 for some (hence all) xAX-F ;
(iv) jR-F jX2 and NF=GFðQÞðr0=rÞ ¼ 1 for some (hence all) pairs r; r0 of distinct
rational roots;
(v) jR-F jX2 and NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þ ¼ 1 for some (hence all) rAR-F :
Proof. (i) and (ii) are equivalent by Theorem 4.3.
(i)3 (iii): By Theorem 4.3, (i) implies jX-F j ¼ Q2  1 and every xAX-F can be
written as yq  y with yAY-F ; so TrF=GFðQÞðxÞ ¼ 0: Conversely, if there is xAX-F
such that TrF=GFðQÞðxÞ ¼ 0 then by Lemma 4.5 there is yAF such that yq  y ¼ x; so
Y-F is nonempty. By Theorem 4.3, f has X3 roots in F :
(i) 3 (iv): If (i) holds, then let r; r0; r1 be any three rational roots of f and let
y2ðr; r0; r1Þ as in Lemma 2.2. Then r0 ¼ ryq1; so NF=GFðQÞðr0=rÞ ¼
NF=GFðQÞðyq=yÞ ¼ 1: Conversely, if (iv) holds for some pair r; r0 of rational roots,
then there is yAF such that r0=r ¼ yq1: By (10), yAY : Thus, yAY-F ; so jR-F jX3
by Theorem 4.3.
(i)3 (v): If (i) holds and rAR-F ; then there is a rational xAX which lies over r;
and so r  1 ¼ x=xq: Thus, NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þ ¼ 1: Conversely, assume (v) holds for
some rAR-F : Then there is xAF such that r  1 ¼ ð1=xÞq1; so X-Fa|: Then
jR-F ja2 by the ﬁrst sentence in Proposition 5.3, which will be proved
independently of this theorem. Since jR-F jX2 by hypothesis, we see that
jR-F jX3: &
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5. Case where f has o3 roots in F
In this section, we characterize the cases where f has one or two rational roots in
the case where F is ﬁnite. We also ﬁnd the number of bAF for which f has 0, 1, 2,
or Q þ 1 rational roots.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose F is finite and jR-F j ¼ 1: Then X-Fa|: The rational root r
satisfies NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þ ¼ 1:
Proof. Suppose X-F ¼ |; and we will obtain a contradiction. Let R-F ¼ frg:
Consider the additive map LðxÞ ¼ xq  ðr  1Þx from F to F : A nontrivial element
of the kernel satisﬁes xq1 ¼ r  1; so its reciprocal would belong to X-F : But
X-F ¼ |: Thus L is one-to-one, hence also onto, since F is ﬁnite. Let dAF such
that LðdÞ ¼ r  1: Let xA %F satisfy xq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ (so xAX and x lies over r). Then
ðxdÞq  ðxdÞ ¼ x; so xdAY and xd lies over x: Set y ¼ xd: Then ryq1AR by
Theorem 2.5, and also ryq1 ¼ rxq1dq1 ¼ rdq1=ðr  1ÞAF ; contradicting that
R-F ¼ frg: The contradiction shows there is xAX-F : Since r  1 ¼ x=xq; we have
NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þ ¼ 1 by Lemma 4.5. &
Remark. The lemma is false without the assumption that F is ﬁnite, as shown by the
example: F ¼ GFðpÞðrÞ; where r is transcendental, and b ¼ rqþ1=ðr  1Þ: We claim
R-F ¼ frg and X-F ¼ |: For the ﬁrst claim, suppose r0 ¼ rz is a root of f ; where
1azAF : By Lemma 2.1, zðz  1Þq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ: By considering the valuation at the
prime r  1; it is easy to see this has no solutions in F : If there were xAX-F ; then
rðxÞAF ; so rðxÞ ¼ r: Then xq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ: Again, the valuations at r  1 are
incompatible, so X-F ¼ |:
Lemma 5.2. Let F be finite or infinite, xAX; and r0AR  frðxÞg: Then SFðf =FÞ ¼
Mðx; r0Þ; and Y-Fðx; r0Þa|:
Proof. This can essentially be deduced from Fig. 2. Let r ¼ rðxÞ; r1AR  fr; r0g;
y1 ¼ ðr1  rÞ=ðr1  r0Þ; and x1 ¼ yq1  y1: By Lemma 2.1, rx1 ¼ ry1ðr0=r  1Þ ¼
y1ðr0  rÞ: Since x; x1 both lie over r; we have x ¼ wx1 for some wAK: Let y ¼
wy1: Then y ¼ wrx1=ðr0  rÞ ¼ rx=ðr0  rÞAY-Fðx; r0Þ; and so SFðf =FÞ ¼ MðyÞ ¼
Mðx; r0Þ by Theorem 2.5. &
Proposition 5.3. (i) If jR-F jAf0; 2g then X-F ¼ |: If F is finite then the converse is
also true. (ii) If F is finite and jR-F jAf1; Q þ 1g then ðb=FÞ ¼ 1:
Proof. (i) First let F be ﬁnite or inﬁnite. We prove the contrapositive: if there exists
xAX-F then jR-F jef0; 2g: Since r ¼ rðxÞAR-F ; we know jR-F j40: Suppose
jR-F j ¼ 2; say R-F ¼ fr; r0g: Then Fðx; r0Þ ¼ F ; so Y-Fa| by Lemma 5.2.
Then jR-F jX3 by (7), a contradiction. Now we prove the converse when F is ﬁnite.
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We must show that if X-F ¼ | then jR-F jAf0; 2g: By Theorem 4.3 we know
jR-F jo3; and by Lemma 5.1 we know jR-F ja1: Thus, jR-F jAf0; 2g as
required. (ii) Let F be ﬁnite and jR-F jAf1; Q þ 1g: By (i), X-Fa|: If q is even
then ðb=FÞ ¼ 1 always. If q is odd, then ðb=FÞ ¼ 1 by Lemma 2.6. &
The converse to (ii) is false. This is because about half the elements bAF are
nonsquares, but when Q is large, the formulas in Theorem 5.6 show that the vast
majority of the polynomials xqþ1  bx þ b have zero or two rational roots, and so
some of these must have b equal to a square.
Theorem 5.4. Let F be finite. The following are equivalent:
(i) f has exactly one root in F ;
(ii) jX-F j ¼ Q  1;
(iii) X-F is nonempty and TrF=GFðQÞðxÞa0 for some (hence all) xAX-F ;
(iv) fBF xðxq  x  xÞ; where x is any element of F such that TrF=GFðQÞðxÞa0:
If the above conditions hold, then the unique rational root r satisfies NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þ ¼
1: Also, Galðf =MÞDZ=pZ:
Proof. First we show (i), (iii), and (iv) are equivalent.
(i) ) (iii): jX-F j40 by Lemma 5.1, and TrðxÞa0 for all xAX-F by Theorem
4.6, where Tr ¼ TrF=GFðQÞ:
(iii)) (iv): By hypothesis there exists x0AX-F such that Trðx0Þa0: Let xAF and
TrðxÞa0: After replacing x0 by Ax0 with AAGFðQÞ; we can assume Trðx0Þ ¼
TrðxÞ: By Lemma 4.5, there is cAF such that x x0 ¼ cq  c: Let y0AY such that
y
q
0  y0 ¼ x0; and let y ¼ y0 þ c: Then yq  y ¼ x: The roots of f are r ¼ rðx0Þ and
rw ¼ rðy0  wÞq1 ¼ rðy  c  wÞq1; for wAK; and these are distinct. The roots of
xq  x  x are y  w; for wAK : Since r and c are rational, any sAGalð %F=FÞ will
permute the roots rðy  c  wÞq1 of f in the same way that s permutes the roots
y  w of xq  x  x: Thus f =ðx  rÞBF xq  x  x; and so fBF xðxq  x  xÞ:
(iv) ) (i) because TrðxÞa0 implies xq  x  x has no roots in F :
We have shown that (i), (iii), and (iv), are equivalent. Let us now show that these
are equivalent to (ii). First, if (ii) holds, then Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 5.3 imply
that f cannot haveX3; zero, or two rational roots, so (i) holds. Conversely, assume
(i) and (iii) hold. By Lemma 4.2, jX-F jpðQ  1ÞjR-F j ¼ Q  1: We also know
X-F is nonempty, so there is xAX-F : Then AxAX-F for each AAGFðQÞ; and
so jX-F jXQ  1: Thus, (ii) holds.
The penultimate assertion is contained in Lemma 5.1. For the last assertion,
suppose (i)–(iv) hold, and let xAX-F : Let yA %F; yq  y ¼ x: Then Galðf =MÞ ¼
GalðMðyÞ=MÞ by Theorem 2.5. Let s generate Galðf =MÞ: Since yq  yAF ; sðyÞ ¼
y  B for some BAK ; and so spðyÞ ¼ 1: We still need to show Galðf =MÞ is
nontrivial, i.e., yeM: If yAM; then TrM=KðxÞ ¼ 0; but TrM=KðxÞ ¼ TrF=GFðQÞðxÞa0:
Thus, yeM; and Galðf =MÞDZ=pZ: &
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Theorem 5.5. Let F be finite. The following are equivalent:
(i) f has exactly two roots in F ;
(ii) f has at least one rational root r and NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þa1;
(iii) f has two distinct roots r; r0 such that r0=rAF and NF=GFðQÞðr0=rÞa1;
(iv) f has at least one rational root and X-F ¼ |:
If these conditions hold, then Galðf =MÞ is isomorphic to a nontrivial subgroup of K:
Proof. The proof consists of piecing together things we have already shown.
(i) implies (ii) and (iii): If R-F ¼ fr; r0g; then Nðr  1Þa1 and Nðr0=rÞa1 by
Theorem 4.6, where N ¼ NF=GFðQÞ:
(ii) ) (i): If (ii) holds then jR-F jo3 and jR-F ja1 by Theorems 4.6 and 5.4, so
jR-F j ¼ 2:
(iii) ) (i): If (iii) holds then r; r0AR-F by Lemma 2.2(ii), so jR-F jX2: By
Theorem 4.6, jR-F jo3:
So (i) holds. (i) implies (iv) by Proposition 5.3, and (iv) implies (i) by Theorems 4.6
and 5.4.
For the last assertion, let R-F ¼ fr; r0g; z ¼ r0=r; and yA %F such that yq1 ¼ z:
Then yAY ; and Galðf =MÞ ¼ GalðMðyÞ=MÞCK: If yAM; then NM=KðzÞ ¼ 1; but
NM=KðzÞ ¼ NF=GFðQÞðzÞa1 by (iii). Thus, Galðf =MÞ is nontrivial. &
Theorem 5.6. Let F be finite. For iAf0; 1; 2; Q þ 1g; let Ni denote the number of bAF
such that xqþ1  bx þ b has exactly i roots in F : If m ¼ ½F : GFðQÞ is even, then
N0 ¼ Q
mþ1  Q
2ðQ þ 1Þ ; N1 ¼ Q
m1; N2 ¼ ðQ  2ÞðQ
m  1Þ
2ðQ  1Þ ; NQþ1 ¼
Qm1  Q
Q2  1 :
If q and m are odd, then
N0 ¼ Q
mþ1  1
2ðQ þ 1Þ ; N1 ¼ Q
m1; N2 ¼ Q
mþ1  2Qm  2Q þ 3
2ðQ  1Þ ; NQþ1 ¼
Qm1  1
Q2  1 :
If q is even and m is odd, then
N0 ¼ Q
mþ1 þ Q
2ðQ þ 1Þ ; N1 ¼ Q
m1  1; N2 ¼ ðQ  2ÞðQ
m  1Þ
2ðQ  1Þ ; NQþ1 ¼
Qm1  1
Q2  1 :
Proof. The formula for NQþ1 was proved in Lemma 4.4. Now we prove the formula
for N1: Let Xram be as in Lemma 4.1 and
S0 ¼ fxAF j TrðxÞa0g; S ¼ S0  Xram;
where Tr ¼ TrF=GFðQÞ: By Lemma 4.1(iii), each xAS belongs to a unique set Xb with
bAF: Since Theorem 5.4(iii) is satisﬁed for this b; xqþ1  bx þ b has a unique root
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in F : Thus, we have a map from S into the set of b for which xqþ1  bx þ b has a
unique root in F : By Theorem 5.4, every b for which xqþ1  bx þ b has one rational
root has the property that Xb contains an element xAS0; and Lemma 4.1 guarantees
that in fact xAS; thus our map is surjective. By Theorem 5.4(ii) and (iii), the map is
ðQ  1Þ-to-1. Thus N1 ¼ jSj=ðQ  1Þ:
If q is odd, then Lemma 4.1(iv) shows that TrðxÞ ¼ 0 for all xAXram; therefore
S ¼ S0: Then N1 ¼ jS0j=ðQ  1Þ ¼ ðQm  Qm1Þ=ðQ  1Þ ¼ Qm1 in this case.
If q is even, then Xram ¼ K and Xram-F ¼ GFðQÞ: Thus S0-Xram ¼ S0-GFðQÞ:
Now TrðxÞ ¼ mx for xAGFðQÞ; that is, TrðxÞ ¼ 0 if m is even, or x if m is odd. Thus
S0-Xram ¼ | if m is even, or GFðQÞ if m is odd. Since jSj ¼ jS0j  jS0-Xramj; we
have jSj ¼ Qm  Qm1 if m is even and jSj ¼ Qm  Qm1  Q þ 1 if m is odd. Since
N1 ¼ jSj=ðQ  1Þ; the formula for N1 follows.
To prove the formulas for N0 and N2; we make two simple observations. Let Bi
denote the set of bAF such that xqþ1  bx þ b has exactly i rational roots. Then F
is the disjoint union of B0; B1; B2; and BQþ1; and Ni ¼ jBij: Thus
N0 þ N1 þ N2 þ NQþ1 ¼ Qm  1:
Next, let h : F  f0; 1g-F be deﬁned by hðrÞ ¼ rqþ1=ðr  1Þ: Then hðrÞ ¼ b if and
only if r is a root of xqþ1  bx þ b: (Note that r ¼ 0; 1 can never be roots of
xqþ1  bx þ b:) Thus,







and hence Qm  2 ¼ N1 þ 2N2 þ ðQ þ 1ÞNQþ1: We now have two linear equations in
the two unknowns N0; N2: Solving them gives the theorem. &
Some results are summarized in Table 1 (for ﬁnite or inﬁnite ﬁelds) and Table 2
(for ﬁnite ﬁelds). See Lemma 2.6, Proposition 5.3, and Theorems 4.3, 4.6, 5.4 and 5.5.
When jR-F j ¼ 1; r denotes the rational root. When jR-F j ¼ 2; r and r0 denote
the two rational roots. The left column of each table gives jR-F j; which is always 0,
1, 2, or Q þ 1: The remaining columns give results which hold whenever jR-F j is as
stated. For example, the fourth row of Table 1 means: ‘‘If jR-F j ¼ Q þ 1 then
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Table 1
Results when F is ﬁnite or inﬁnite
jR-F j jX-F j jY-F j Remarks
0 0 0
1 0 or Q  1 0
2 0 0 SFðf =FÞ ¼ MðxÞ; with xq1 ¼ 1=ðr  1Þ
Q þ 1 Q2  1 Q3  Q fBF xðxq  xÞ
If q is odd then ðb=FÞ ¼ 1
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jX-F j ¼ Q2  1; jY-F j ¼ Q3  Q; fBF xðxq  xÞ: If in addition q is odd, then b is
a square.’’
6. A related polynomial
In this section we assume b ¼ c2AðFÞ2: Deﬁne
gþðxÞ ¼ f ðcxðq1Þ=sÞ; gðxÞ ¼ f ðcxðq1Þ=sÞ; ð15Þ
where s ¼ 1 if q is even, s ¼ 2 if q is odd. Let
gðxÞ ¼ gþðxÞ if q is even; gðxÞ ¼ gþðxÞgðxÞ if q is odd;
Dþ ¼ faA %F j gþðaÞ ¼ 0g; D ¼ faA %F j gðaÞ ¼ 0g; D ¼ Dþ,D: ð16Þ
If q is even, then Dþ ¼ D ¼ D: We show that f and g7 have the same splitting ﬁeld,
and for ﬁnite F we give an algorithm which determines the factorization type of gþ
and g in terms of the factorization type of f : Let X be as in (5).
Lemma 6.1. For xAX; define dðxÞ ¼ ðxrðxÞÞs=2: Then x/dðxÞ is a bijection from X
onto D: Further, x ¼ ec1dðxÞðqþ1Þ=s; where eAf1;1g; and dðxÞADe: If q is odd or F
is perfect, and if E is an extension field of F ; then xAE if and only if dðxÞAE: The roots
of g are distinct.
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Table 2
Results when F is ﬁnite
jR-F j jX-F j jY-F j Remarks
0 0 0
1 Q  1 0 ðb=FÞ ¼ 1
TrF=GFðQÞðxÞa08xAX-F
TrF=GFðQÞðlÞa0 ) fBF xðxq  x  lÞ
NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þ ¼ 1
2 0 0 NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þa1
NF=GFðQÞðr0=rÞa1
Q þ 1 Q2  1 Q3  Q ðb=FÞ ¼ 1
TrF=GFðQÞðxÞ ¼ 0 8xAX-F
NF=GFðQÞðr  1Þ ¼ 1 8rAR-F
NF=GFðQÞðr0=rÞ ¼ 1 8r; r0AR-F
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Proof. Let xAX and r ¼ rðxÞ: By (14),
c ¼ erðqþ1Þ=2xðq1Þ=2 ¼ erðrxÞðq1Þ=2 ¼ ex1ðrxÞðqþ1Þ=2; eAf1;1g: ð17Þ
Thus,
cx ¼ edðxÞðqþ1Þ=s; er=c ¼ dðxÞðq1Þ=s: ð18Þ
Since er=c is a root of f ðecxÞ; we see that dðxÞ is a root of f ðecxðq1Þ=sÞ; so dðxÞADe:
Now we prove that x/dðxÞ is one-to-one. By (18), dðx1Þ ¼ dðx2Þ implies x1 ¼
7x2: This already shows d is one-to-one when q is even. If q is odd, then we need to
show dðx1Þadðx1Þ: Indeed, dðx1Þ ¼ dðx1Þadðx1Þ: We have shown d is a one-to-
one map from X into the roots of g: Since jDjpdeg g ¼ q2  1 ¼ jXj; this map is also
onto (and D contains q2  1 distinct elements).
Next we prove the statements about rationality. Eq. (18) shows that dðxÞAE )
xAE: For the reverse inclusion, if xAE; then ðxrðxÞÞ1AE: Thus xAE implies
dðxÞAE when q is odd. If q is even we only know dðxÞ2AE: By shrinking E we can
assume E=F is ﬁnite. (Replace E by E-SFðf =FÞ; which will still contain x:) Then E
is perfect, so dðxÞ2AE implies dðxÞAE: &
Proposition 6.2. SFðf =FÞ ¼ SFðgþ=FÞ ¼ SFðg=FÞ:
Proof. Let L ¼ SFðf =FÞ; L0 ¼ SFðge=FÞ; where eAfþ;g: It is clear that LCL0: By
(11), XCL: If sAGalðL0=LÞ; then s ﬁxes x and rðxÞ for each xAX; so it ﬁxes dðxÞ:
This shows s is trivial on L0; so GalðL0=LÞ is trivial. Since L0=L is separable and
Galois, L0 ¼ L: &
Lemma 6.3. Let F be finite or infinite and q odd. If c is odd, then gþ and g each have
jX-F j=2 rational roots. Otherwise, one of the two polynomials has jX-F j rational
roots, and the other has no rational roots.
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, jD-F j ¼ jX-F j: If a is any nonsquare in K ; then d/ad
gives a bijection from Dþ onto D; because aðq1Þ=2 ¼ 1: When c is odd, then such a
can be chosen belonging to GFðQÞ: This a gives a bijection between Dþ-F and
D-F ; so jDþ-F j ¼ jD-F j ¼ jX-F j=2 if c is odd.
Now assume c is even, and we want to prove that either Dþ-F or D-F is
empty. Let d1; d2AD-F : Let xi be the corresponding elements of X-F and ri ¼
rðxiÞ: Deﬁne eiAf1;1g by cei ¼ rðqþ1Þ=2i xðq1Þ=2i ; so diADei : We need to prove e1 ¼ e2:
If r1 ¼ r2 then x1=x2 ¼ w; where wAK-F ¼ GFðQÞ: Then e1=e2 ¼ wðq1Þ=2 ¼
ðw=KÞ: Since c is even, ðw=KÞ ¼ 1; so e1 ¼ e2; as required. Now assume r1ar2: Since
f has at least two rational roots and X-Fa|; we know f has Q þ 1 rational roots.
Let r00 be a third rational root and y2ðr1; r2; r00Þ as in Lemma 2.2. Then yAY-F ;
yq1 ¼ r2=r1; and 1=y ¼ ðr00  r2Þ=ðr00  r1Þ2ðr2; r1; r00Þ: Since yq  y and x1 both lie
over r1; we have x1 ¼ w1ðyq  yÞ for some w1AGFðQÞ: Likewise, since yq  y1; x2
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both lie over r2 and belong to F ; there is w2AGFðQÞ such that x2 ¼ w2ðyq  y1Þ:
Then e2=e1 ¼ ðr2=r1Þðqþ1Þ=2ðx2=x1Þðq1Þ=2 ¼ yðq1Þðqþ1Þ=2ððw2=w1Þðyq  y1Þ=ðyq
yÞÞðq1Þ=2 ¼ ðw2=w1Þðq1Þ=2 ¼ ðw2w11 =KÞ ¼ 1: &
Theorem 6.4. Let F be finite. Exactly one of the following holds:
(i) f ðxÞ has zero or two roots in F ; gðxÞ has zero roots in F ;
(ii) f ðxÞ has one root in F ; gðxÞ has Q  1 roots in F ; and each rational root d of gðxÞ
satisfies TrF=GFðQÞðc1dðqþ1Þ=sÞa0;
(iii) f ðxÞ has Q þ 1 roots in F ; gðxÞ has Q2  1 roots in F ; and each rational root d of
gðxÞ satisfies TrF=GFðQÞðc1dðqþ1Þ=sÞ ¼ 0:
Suppose q is odd and g has n rational roots (so n ¼ 0 in case (i), n ¼ Q  1 in case
(ii), and n ¼ Q2  1 in case (iii)). If c is odd then gþ and g each have n=2 rational
roots. If c is even then one of gþ; g has n rational roots and the other has none.
Proof. By Lemma 6.1, g has jX-F j rational roots. By Table 2, jX-F j is determined
from jR-F j: In particular, jR-F jAf0; 2g ) jX-F j ¼ 0; jR-F j ¼ 1 ) jX-F j ¼
Q  1; and jR-F j ¼ Q þ 1 ) jX-F j ¼ Q2  1: If d is a rational root of ge; then d
corresponds to x ¼ ec1dðqþ1Þ=sAX-F : Theorems 5.4 and 4.6 imply that
TrF=GFðQÞðxÞ is nonzero if f ðxÞ has exactly one rational root, and zero if f ðxÞ has
X3 rational roots. The last three sentences follow from Lemma 6.3. &
Proposition 6.5. Let A; B; CAF; B ¼ C2; f˜ðxÞ ¼ xqþ1 þ Ax þ B;
g˜eðxÞ ¼ f˜ðeCxðq1Þ=sÞ for eAfþ;g;
g˜ðxÞ ¼ g˜þðxÞ if q is even, and g˜ðxÞ ¼ g˜þðxÞg˜ðxÞ if q is odd. Then Proposition 6.2 and
Theorem 6.4 hold with f˜; g˜e; g˜ in place of f ; ge; g:
Proof. Let b ¼ Aqþ1=Bq; c ¼ ðAÞðqþ1Þ=2=Cq; f ðxÞ ¼ xqþ1  bx þ b: Then b ¼ c2 and
f ðxÞ ¼ ðA=BÞqþ1 f˜ðBx=AÞ: If q is odd, then
geðxÞ ¼ f ðecxðq1Þ=2Þ ¼ ðA=BÞqþ1f˜ðeðBc=AÞxðq1Þ=2Þ:
Since Bc=A ¼ CðA=BÞðq1Þ=2; we ﬁnd geðxÞ ¼ ðA=BÞqþ1g˜eðAx=BÞ: Thus, f˜ has
the same factorization type as f and g˜e has the same factorization type as ge:
Consequently, f˜; g˜e; and g˜ inherit the theorems of this section. A similar argument
applies when q is even. &
We close with an example. Suppose F ¼ GFð3mÞ; m is odd, q ¼ 9; K ¼ GFð9Þ;
aAF; and f ðxÞ ¼ x10 þ ax þ 1BF ½6; 3; 1: (By this notation, we mean f has
irreducible factors of degrees 6, 3, and 1.) For instance, f has this type of
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factorization when m ¼ 5 and a5 þ 2a þ 1 ¼ 0: We want to analyze how f ðx4Þ and
f ðx4Þ factor. If E=F is a ﬁnite extension, set QE ¼ jE-K j and cE ¼ ½K : GFðQEÞ:
Thus ðQE ; cEÞ ¼ ð3; 2Þ or ð9; 1Þ according as whether ½E : F  is odd or even. Since
fB½6; 3; 1; we know jR-Ej ¼ 1 if ð½E : F ; 3Þ ¼ 1; jR-Ej ¼ 4 if ð½E : F ; 6Þ ¼ 3; and
jR-Ej ¼ 10 if 6j½E : F : By Table 2, if jR-Ej ¼ 1 then jX-Ej ¼ QE  1; and if
jR-EjX3 then jX-Ej ¼ Q2E  1: This is illustrated in Table 3.
Let gðxÞ ¼ f ðx4Þf ðx4Þ and D its roots. From Table 3, we know how many roots g
has in each extension ﬁeld of F : We use this information, together with Theorem 6.4,
to ﬁnd how f ðx4Þ and f ðx4Þ factor. First, g has two roots in F ; and since c ¼ 2 is
even, they both belong to the same factor, say f ðex4Þ: In the quadratic extension of
F ; g has eight roots, which are divided equally between f ðx4Þ and f ðx4Þ since cE is
odd. Now f ðex4Þ already has two of these roots since it contains the two linear
factors. To make a total of four E-rational roots, it accepts one of the quadratic
factors, and the other two quadratic factors go to f ðex4Þ: In the cubic extension, g
has eight roots, of which two are in F and six belong to irreducible cubic factors.
Since c is odd, all eight roots go to the same polynomial, which must be f ðex4Þ;
because that polynomial already contains the two F -rational roots. So far
f ðex4ÞBF ½1; 1; 2; 3; 3; ? and f ðex4ÞBF ½2; 2; ?: No new roots appear in the fourth
and ﬁfth degree extensions, but in the sixth degree extension, g has all 80 of its roots.
(This is consistent with the fact that g and f have the same splitting ﬁeld.) The
remaining roots of g all belong to irreducible factors of degree six, thus
f ðex4ÞBF ½1; 1; 2; 3; 3; 6; 6; 6; 6; 6 and f ðex4ÞB½2; 2; 6; 6; 6; 6; 6; 6:
7. Further results
In this section, we collect some further results on the factorization of f : This
section can be read immediately after Section 3. One of the main results is that f
splits in M if and only if jR-F jX3: At the end of the section we prove a technical
lemma which might be useful in applications. Also we show, using standard
arguments based on discriminants of polynomials, that if q42; then f ðxÞðxq1  1Þ
has an even number of factors if and only if b is a square in F : The proof of Theorem
7.1 was provided by R.M. Guralnick in a personal communication to the author.
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Table 3
Analysis of roots of g
½E : F  jR-Ej QE cE jD-Ej ¼ jX-Ej
1 1 3 2 QE  1 ¼ 2
2 1 9 1 QE  1 ¼ 8
3 4 3 2 Q2E  1 ¼ 8
4 1 9 1 QE  1 ¼ 8
5 1 3 2 QE  1 ¼ 2
6 10 9 1 Q2E  1 ¼ 80
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Theorem 7.1. If H is a subgroup of PGL2ðqÞ and H-PGL2ðqÞ ¼ f1g; then H is
conjugate to a subgroup of GalðGFðqÞ=GFðpÞÞ: Consequently, H has pn þ 1 fixed
points in P1ðqÞ for some nX1:
Proof. Let G ¼ PGL2ðqÞ; G0 ¼ PGL2ðqÞ; K ¼ GFðqÞ; and C ¼ GalðK=GFðpÞÞ: An
element of G can be written as ðg; sÞ with gAG0 and sAC: Since
HDG0H=G0CG=G0DC; H is cyclic. Let ðg0; s0Þ be a generator, where s0AC has
order e: Then ðg0; s0Þ also has order e; since ðg0; s0ÞeAG0-H; so e ¼ jHj: Now
Gorenstein and Lyons [11, 7–2, p. 81] showed that ðg0; s0Þ is conjugate to s0: This
can also be seen directly, as follows. Let y be transcendental over K : Then G is the
automorphism group of KðyÞ; via ðg; sÞy ¼ g1y and ðg; sÞðwÞ ¼ sðwÞ for wAK : Let
E be the ﬁxed ﬁeld of H: Let H 0 be the subgroup of H corresponding to the
intermediate ﬁeld KE: By hypothesis, the only element of H which acts trivially on K
is the identity. Thus, H 0 ¼ f1g; and so KE ¼ KðyÞ: By Chatelet’s Theorem ([9]
or see [12, Theorem 3]), E is a rational function ﬁeld, that is, E ¼ kðtÞ with
tAKðyÞ; where k ¼ K-E (the ﬁxed ﬁeld of s0). Since KðtÞ ¼ KðyÞ; there is
ðg; 1ÞAG0 such that ðg; 1Þy ¼ t: Since H ﬁxes t; ðg; 1Þ1Hðg; 1Þ ﬁxes y: Thus,
ðg; 1Þ1ðg0; s0Þðg; 1Þ ¼ ð1; s0Þ: &
Corollary 7.2. Let F be finite or infinite. The following are equivalent: (i) f splits in M;
(ii) f has at least three roots in M; (iii) f has at least three roots in F :
Proof. In general, if we identify Galðf =FÞ with a subgroup HCPGL2ðqÞ as in
Proposition 3.1, then Galðf =MÞ ¼ fsAH j sjK ¼ 1g ¼ H-PGL2ðqÞ: Thus, f splits
in M if and only if H-PGL2ðqÞ is trivial. In that case, Theorem 7.1 implies that H is
cyclic and is generated by an element of the form ðg; 1Þð1; sÞðg; 1Þ1: Thus, Galðf =FÞ
ﬁxes frgw j wAK 0,fNgg; where K 0 is the ﬁxed ﬁeld of s: This shows that if f splits in
M then f has at least three roots in F : Thus, (i) implies (iii), and (iii) trivially implies
(ii). If (ii) holds, then any gAGalðf =MÞ ﬁxes at least three roots of f ; and so must be
trivial. Thus (ii) implies (i). &
Corollary 7.3. Let F be finite or infinite. If jR-F j ¼ 0 then jR-MjAf0; 2g: If
jR-F jAf1; 2g then jR-Mj ¼ jR-F j: If jR-F jX3 then jR-Mj ¼ q þ 1; i.e., f
splits in M:
Proof. Corollary 7.2 shows that the last sentence is true, and also jR-F jo3 if and
only if jR-Mjo3: Note that M=F is Galois, since M=F ¼ K3F=FDK=GFðQÞ:
Now jR-Mj  jR-F ja1; because if f has a root in M  F ; then the F -conjugates
of this root are also in M  F : Thus, if jR-F jo3; then either jR-F j ¼ jR-Mj or
34jR-MjXjR-F j þ 2: The latter holds only if jR-F j ¼ 0 and jR-Mj ¼ 2: &
Remarks. (1) An example where jR-F j ¼ 0 and jR-Mj ¼ 2 is F ¼ GFð33Þ; q ¼ 9;
and f ðxÞ ¼ x10  bx þ b; where b3  b2 þ b þ 1 ¼ 0: The irreducible factors of f
have degrees 2 and 8, so f has no roots in F and two roots in M:
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(2) When F is ﬁnite, it frequently happens that f is divisible by an irreducible
quadratic factor. The reason is that if rA %F and ½FðrÞ : F  ¼ 2; then rqþ1 can be
written as Ar  B for some A; BAF : If ABa0 then Ar=B satisﬁes f ðxÞ ¼
xqþ1  bx þ b with b ¼ Aqþ1=Bq; so f has an irreducible quadratic factor.
The following lemma might be useful in applications.
Lemma 7.4. Suppose sAGalðf =FÞ fixes rAR: Let K 0 ¼ fdAK j sðdÞ ¼ dg: Then yAY
may be chosen so that y lies over r and sðyÞ ¼ g1y; where
(i) if s fixes at least three roots of f ; then g ¼ 1;




Þ and NK=K 0 ðAÞa1;




Þ and TrK=K 0 ðBÞa0:
Proof. Initially, choose y to be any element of Y lying over r; and let g ¼ gðs; yÞ: By
Theorem 3.2, sðrwÞ ¼ rgsðwÞ for all wAP1ðqÞ: Since sðrNÞ ¼ rN by hypothesis, g ﬁxes
N; and so it is upper triangular.
If s ﬁxes at least three roots of f ; then by Lemma 2.2 we may choose y so that
these three roots are rN; r0; and r1: Then g ﬁxes N; 0, and 1, so g ¼ 1:
If s ﬁxes exactly two roots, then choose y so that these two roots are rN and r0:




Þ: If NK=K 0 ðAÞ ¼ 1 then by Hilbert’s
Theorem 90 one can write A ¼ D=sðDÞ for some DAK: Then sðrDÞ ¼ rD;
contradicting that s has exactly two ﬁxed roots. This shows that NK=K 0 ðAÞa1:




Þ: Consider the additive map
cðwÞ ¼ w  AsðwÞ from K to K : Either c is bijective or it has a nontrivial kernel. If
c is bijective, there exists DAK such that cðDÞ ¼ B: But then rD is ﬁxed by s;
contradicting that rN is the only root ﬁxed by s: Thus, cðDÞ ¼ 0 for some DAK:
Then sðD1yÞ ¼ ðA=DÞg1ðyÞ ¼ ðy=DÞ  ðB=DÞ: So if we replace y by y=D; g will be
replaced by ð10B
0
1 Þ; where B0 ¼ B=D: Then sðrwÞ ¼ rsðwÞþB0 : Since rN is the only ﬁxed
root of s; there should be no solution to w ¼ sðwÞ þ B0; so TrK=K 0 ðB0Þa0 by
Hilbert’s Theorem 90. &
The next result does not use any techniques from this article, but is included for
completeness.
Proposition 7.5. Let F be finite, q42; and let n be the number of irreducible factors of
f ðxÞðxq1  1Þ; counting multiplicities. Then ðb=FÞ ¼ ð1Þn: In particular, if q is even
then n is even.
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that q is odd. By Swan’s Theorem ([14, Theorem 2] or
Berlekamp [4, Theorem 6.67]), discðf Þ ¼ ð1Þqðqþ1Þ=2bq: It is easy to compute that
discðxq  xÞ ¼ ð1Þqðqþ1Þ=2: Thus, the discriminant of hðxÞ :¼ f ðxÞðxq  xÞðx2  bÞ is
a square in F : It follows from Stickelberger’s Theorem that h has an even number of
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factors of even degree (see [4, Theorem 6.68]). Since degðhÞ ¼ 2q þ 3 is odd, h has an
odd number of irreducible factors. The proposition follows. When q is even, one
argues similarly using the method presented in [14, Corollary 5]. &
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